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Paul Lemon, CPA, CFP® writes from experience—nearly 30 years
of working with clients as a tax and financial advisor. He hosted
and produced the “Money Matters” radio show in 2001, which
spawned the Ten Weeks to Financial Awakening system.

TEN WEEKS TO FINANCIAL AWAKENING— 
The first book to bring the power of comprehensive financial
planning to every person in America, and to show each of us a way
back home to our core Authentic Self—using the most unlikely
guide—our money.

Includes 4 Instructional CD’s & a 230 Page Financial Reference Section
Current Version of Quicken® Deluxe Software (Windows) Required
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Are you overwhelmed and stressed out with 
your finances?

Are you reluctant to pay thousands of dollars 
for a Comprehensive Financial Plan?
More than a book on personal finance, TEN WEEKS TO FINANCIAL
AWAKENING, is a revolutionary finance/self awareness program that
allows you to:

➤ Understand your relationship to money and what you really want in life.

➤ Establish an organizational system to keep all the paper from suffocating you.

➤ Set up and manage your finances with Quicken® software—successfully.

➤ Make informed decisions about work, debt, investing, insurance, taxes, retirement, and 
estate planning—exploring hundreds of ‘What If ’ options.

➤ Keep your personal financial plan updated with changes that occur in your life.

➤ Experience happiness and contentment by learning to ‘ground’ with your money.

What the experts are saying about TEN WEEKS:
“Committing to ten weeks with Paul’s process will result in a big payoff.  You’ll not only find answers to the financial
puzzle, but you will find it provides a roadmap to peace, understanding and success in the ‘wholeness’ of your life.”

—Vern C. Hayden, CFP®

Founding Chairman, National Endowment for Financial Education
Author of Getting an Investing Game Plan, Creating It…Working It…Winning It

“I have worked with and seen many financial planners and books on the topic worldwide and I have never before
read anything that comes even close to Paul’s system. You will learn about how genuine happiness, contentment, and
money can co-exist in your life. This complete money system will set you free financially FOREVER. This book is so
important to your life. Do it for yourself NOW.”

—Michele Blood
Founder of MPowerTV.com.

Author of The Be A Magnet To Success System
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